Three-dimensional examination of bone structure around hydroxyapatite implants using digital image processing.
This study introduced a new method for three-dimensional (3D) examination of the bone structure around an implant and presented 3D bone-implant contact rates. A block of nondecalcified implant tissue was ground gradually at an interval of 80 micrograms for the collection of serial two-dimensional (2D) images. An image of the stained block surface was instantly recorded by a charge-couple device (CCD) camera and computer-aided system. A 3D model was reconstructed from 60-70 sheets of serial 2D images. The 3D bone structure around the implant was shown in perspective and displayed all sides of the implant. The bone-implant contact rate depended on the cutting position and direction in the specimen. The 3D model will be necessary and valuable for the biomechanical study of dynamic bone changes around implants.